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Why philosophical and critical thinking?
“The method of philosophical inquiry is problematization, explication and
argumentation.” Ilkka Niiniluoto (translated)
Philosophy as meta-science
Target of inquiry: valid inference
Philosophical argumentation requires some specific tools of thought

What we will study in this class

What is an argument?
An argument consists or assumptions, premises and conclusions
The goal of an argument is to convince the hearer of the fact that if she accepts the
premises, if she is to be rational, she must also also accept the conclusion.
The claim/conclusion = what is to be accepted
Premises = things/factors on which acceptance is/should/has to be based on.
(Background) Assumptions = Claims that have to be accepted in addition to the premises
for there to be a legitimate argumentative connection between the premises and the
conclusion

Principle of charity
Interpretation is always based on the assumption that speaker/writing is rational, has
reasonable beliefs and that he has produced the text/talk for some purpose in mind.
This is not an attitude based on politeness, but rather a general prerequisite of successful
communication: only by assuming that the recipient follows the principle of charity can
the writer/speaker rely on the fact that, in principle, the recipient can understand what the
speaker is after.
In argumentation analysis PoC implies that you should reconstruct the argument to be as
strong as possible.
It does not follow, however, that you should make the argument rational at any cost. PoC
simply implies that interpreting the text as contradictory requires strong grounds. This
strategy of a interpretation cannot be the norm.
Understanding beliefs does not entail their acceptance!
CoP also does not imply that you should challenge arguments based on their strong points
alone.

Locating the argument
The biggest challenge in argument evaluation is to locate the argument
To find the claim, the premises and the assumptions of an argument, one often has to
consider:
Style or genre of the text?
What is the target audience?
What is the larger context?

Contextuality
We cannot know what an argument is about, if we do not first know the relevant contextdependent background assumptions.
Superficially identical arguments can, in principe, be different arguments, depending on
their context.
The same premises can support different, even contradictory conclusions if the
background assumptions are different.
How do we know the context?
Common sense
Additional information (not always possible in writing)
Study of the language

Argument Analysis
1.

Find the main claim/conclusion and the immediate grounds for its acceptance.

2.

Figure out the meaning of the main claim/conclusion and its grounds.

3.

Find the other claims/conclusions and their grounds. Clarify.

4.

Trace the relations between these “sub-arguments”

5.

Find the hidden background assumptions and bring them out until all other background
assumptions can be considered trivial.

Identifying the Main Claim
Often not easy.
Argumentative text often has many obvious claims
The main claim is not necessarily explicitly shown.
The other parts of the argument is to support the main claim by providing grounds,
explicating, commenting, explaining meaning, repeating etc. for the main claim.
Some verbal identifiers for claims:
Thus, Therefore
From which we can infer
It follows that
So
Clearly/Obviously (strangely common)

Identifying the premises
Premises provide answers for the question: “Why Should I accept X?”
Some verbal identifiers:
Because…
Due to…
For the reason that…
Follows from…
First, second...
Since…

Identifying the premises
Therefore/test for “Is X a ground for Y?”
If “If X, therefore Y” seems to have the same meaning as the initial expression, then X is
at least intended for a ground for Y.
Examples:
The streets are very slippery. Lari should not drive a bicycle.
*The streets are very slippery, therefore Lari should not drive a bicycle.
*Lari should not drive a bicycle, therefore the street are very slippery.

Premises and explanations
Explanation takes the claim as granted and answers why and what questions
in a way that makes the truth of the claim understandable.
The purpose of a premise is to make the claim acceptable or believable.
Premises answer the question: why should I believe/do X?
Compare: “My car won’t start because there is something wrong with the
spark plugs” and “There must be something wrong with the spark plugs
since my car won’t start”

Grounds and explanations
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Identifying Background Assumptions
Background assumptions form the connection between the grounds and the
claim.
They answer the question: “Why do the grounds support the claim?”
“Mary can not be a team leader, because she has not even worked a year”
Ground/reason: First year employees can not be team leaders (and Mary
is…).
Background assumption 1: first-year employees don’t have the experience.
Background assumption 2: people without the experience can/should not be
made team leaders

Identifying Background Assumptions
An argumentative text never explicitly shows all of its background
assumptions. This is why argument analysis always uses reconstruction
and this requires the use of the PoC, imagination and logic.
Often people just don’t mention the background assumptions. Sometimes
they are not aware of them and sometimes they are intentionally left out.
What does it mean that there is a connection between the claim and the
grounds/premises?
Guideline: background assumptions should connect the claim and the
grounds so that the claim would logically follow from the grounds.
Central question for finding background assumptions: What has to be
accepted for the claim to follow logically from the grounds?
The claim can always follow from the grounds in multiple ways. PoC entails
that this be done by the most reasonable way possible: I.e. in terms of
internal consistency and believability.

